Exhibit 1 Drawings included in EIS Stage 2

Appendix B

CAR PARK ARCHITECTURAL

- DWG.CAP.ARC.SEC.001.CS
- DWG.CAP.ARC.ELE.002.CS
- DWG.CAP.ARC.ELE.001.CS
- DWG.CAP.ARC.ALL.004.CS
- DWG.CAP.ARC.ALL.003.CS
- DWG.CAP.ARC.ALL.002.CS
- DWG.CAP.ARC.ALL.001.CS

MASTER PLAN

- DWG.PCT.ARC.EXT.001.CS
- DWG.PCT.ARC.ALL.006.CS
- DWG.PCT.ARC.ALL.005.CS
- DWG.PCT.ARC.ALL.002.CS
- DWG.PCT.ARC.ALL.001.CS
- DWG.PCT.ARC.ALL.000.CS

HOSPITAL ARCHITECTURAL

- APB.HSP.ARC.SEC.001.CS
- APB.HSP.ARC.BB.L09.001.CS
- APB.HSP.ARC.BB.L08.001.CS
- APB.HSP.ARC.BB.L07.001.CS
- APB.HSP.ARC.BB.L06.001.CS
- APB.HSP.ARC.BB.L05.001.CS
- APB.HSP.ARC.BB.L04.001.CS
- APB.HSP.ARC.BB.L03.001.CS
- APB.HSP.ARC.BB.L02.001.CS
- APB.HSP.ARC.BB.L01.001.CS
- APB.HSP.ARC.BB.L00.001.CS
- APB.HSP.ARC.BB.ELE.002.CS
- APB.HSP.ARC.BB.ELE.001.CS
Appendix C

- DWG.GEN.LAN.AA.DET.00.001.CS [DETAILS - HARDSCAPE]
- DWG.GEN.LAN.AA.DET.00.002.CS [DETAILS - HARDSCAPE]
- DWG.GEN.LAN.AA.DET.00.003.CS [DETAILS - SOFTSCAPE]
- DWG.HSP.LAN.AA.ALL.00.001.CS [COVER SHEET]
- DWG.HSP.LAN.BB.L00.00.001.CS [GROUND LEVEL COURTYARDS]
- DWG.HSP.LAN.BB.L01.00.002.CS [LEVEL 01 COURTYARD and LANDSCAPE]
- DWG.HSP.LAN.BB.L02.00.003.CS [LEVEL 02 COURTYARD and LANDSCAPE]
- DWG.HSP.LAN.BB.L03.00.004.CS [LEVEL 03 COURTYARD and LANDSCAPE]
- DWG.HSP.LAN.BB.L04.00.005.CS [LEVEL 04 COURTYARD and LANDSCAPE]
- DWG.PCT.LAN.AA.ALL.00.001.CS [COVER SHEET]
- DWG.PCT.LAN.BA.EXT.00.001.CS [MASTERPLAN]
- DWG.PCT.LAN.BA.EXT.00.002.CS [PRECINCT PLAN]
- DWG.PCT.LAN.BA.EXT.00.003.CS [PLANTING PLAN]
- DWG.PCT.LAN.BA.EXT.00.004.CS [PLANT PALETTE]
- DWG.PCT.LAN.BB.EXT.10.001.CS [LANDSCAPE PLAN]
- DWG.PCT.LAN.BB.EXT.20.002.CS [LANDSCAPE PLAN]
- DWG.PCT.LAN.BB.EXT.30.003.CS [LANDSCAPE PLAN]
- DWG.PCT.LAN.BB.EXT.40.004.CS [LANDSCAPE PLAN]
- DWG.PCT.LAN.BC.SEC.00.001.CS [LANDSCAPE SECTIONS]
- DWG.PCT.LAN.BC.SEC.00.002.CS [LANDSCAPE SECTIONS]